PROTECTING YOUR INVESTMENT & OURS

Orange Coast Title takes the protection of your non-public personal information (NPPI) very seriously. We are a leader in adhering to the strictest security standards. In today's world, it is increasingly important to continue that commitment while fighting cyber fraud and wire fraud. Among our top priorities is eliminating this type of criminal activity.

WHAT WE DO

- Extensive training of our staff to stop and report any suspicious activity
- Implement procedural protocols to circumvent fraudulent activity
- Educate and inform clients/customers across multiple platforms including phone calls, emails, social media, and handouts
- We use multiple levels of industry proven security software to protect against cyber attacks of all kinds

Purchasing a home is a big investment. You can feel secure knowing that Orange Coast Title Company and its Family of Companies is doing everything within our power to protect your investment.

Thank you for choosing & trusting Orange Coast Title Company for your real estate transaction!

JOIN OCT IN THE FIGHT AGAINST WIRE FRAUD

www.octitle.com